PRIVATE JET PASS

The world loves your music and all the good you've done with it! So sit back and enjoy the ride on your private jet, where you only have to correctly answer 1 question card in this category before it whisks you away to the International Music Awards! If you've already correctly answered 1 or more question cards here, the jet will take you directly to the International Music Awards show, where you can accept the Best Rock Star on Earth award in person!

Congratulations!

OBJECT OF THE GAME

Answer three questions at each venue correctly and be the first to go from being in a Garage Band to the International Music Awards to win the game.

SETTING UP

• Place each set of color-coded cards in the stretch limo card holder.
• Place all game pieces on the #1 spot in the Garage Band venue. Players move from spot 1 to each consecutively numbered spot in order. Garage Band, Recording Studio, Glitz Mall, Release Party, Rock Reel, ending at the International Music Awards.

HOW TO PLAY ROCKIN’ MATH

1. Choose a question from the front of the category of cards that match the venue you are in on the board. When finished with each card, place it in the back of its card set in the stretch limo card holder.

   • CORRECT ANSWER EXAMPLE: You are on spot 3 in the Garage Band venue. Choose the front card from the Garage Band section in the stretch limo. Hooray! You answered the question correctly. Move forward one spot (onto the first spot in Recording Studio) and your turn ends.

   • INCORRECT ANSWER EXAMPLE: As above, you are on spot 3 in the Garage Band venue. However, you answered incorrectly so you stay in the same spot. Bummer! Your turn is over.

2. SPECIAL CARD PLAY You may encounter special cards during the game, such as Private Pass or Action cards. See below for details.

PRIVATE PASS CARDS

Each Private Pass card (Customized Ride Pass, Stretch Limo Pass, Private Tour Bus Pass, and Private Helicopter Pass) allows you to skip directly to the first spot in the next venue after having successfully answered only one question in your current venue. If you have not yet answered a card in your current venue, wait until you do so before jumping to the next venue.

• EXAMPLE 1: You have answered two questions in the Glitz Mall venue during previous turns and then draw a Private Tour Bus Pass on your current turn. You go directly to the first spot in the Release Party venue and your turn ends.

• EXAMPLE 2: You have not correctly answered any questions in the Glitz Mall venue during previous turns and then draw a Private Helicopter Pass on your current turn. You choose the next card in the section to answer it. If you answer correctly, advance to the first spot in the Release Party venue and your turn ends. If you answer incorrectly, hold onto the Pass until you answer one card correctly in the Glitz Mall venue. You should hold onto the Pass cards until you have used them to advance. Once you advance, the card is returned to the back of that card set in the stretch limo card holder.

ACTION CARDS

These cards offer a choice to either do what the Action card says or choose the next card in the set and try to answer it. You must decide prior to drawing the next question card.

• ACTION CARD EXAMPLE:
   • Option 1: You hum a tune for 5 seconds and advance to the next spot.
   • Option 2: You don’t like to hum and decide to answer a question. Draw the next card from the same set to answer.

WINNING THE GAME

The first player to reach the International Music Awards is the winner!